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CHECKLIST FOR NUCLEAR MISSION SUPPORT
(Read Instructions on reverse.  NOTE: Indicate classification on top and bottom of page, if appropriate.)
(Numerical Listing Number Only)
BASE RATED
DATE OBSERVED
(Rank/Position Only)
ON SCENE COORDINATOR
(Name/Grade)
RATER
ORGANIZATION
DSN NUMBER
       The following ratings are assigned for support provided during a nuclear airlift mission.
The ratings are for timelines, preparedness, and expertise in performing the functions specified.
*UNSATIS-
FACTORY
*OUT-
SATIS-
EXCELLENT
MARGINAL
NOT OBSERVED
FUNCTIONAL AREAS
STANDING
FACTORY
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
AIRCRAFT MARSHALLING
AIRCRAFT SERVICING
BASE OPERATIONS
CARGO DOWNLOAD
CARGO FORMS
CARGO HANDLING EQUIPMENT
CARGO PREPARATION FOR SHIPMENT
CARGO UPLOAD
CLASSIFIED STORAGE
COMMAND AND CONTROL
CREW TRANSPORTATION
FIREFIGHTING
MEAL AVAILABILITY
MESSAGE TRAFFIC AVAILABILITY
MISSION SETUP MESSAGE COMPLIANCE
ON / OFF BASE LODGING   (Circle one)
ON SCENE COORDINATOR
SECURITY ENTRY CONTROLLER
SECURITY RESPONSE
SECURITY SANITIZATION (EDD)
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS COMPLIANCE
WEATHER
OTHER
(Explain below)
OTHER  (Explain below)
(Required for Outstanding and Unsatisfactory rating - continue on reverse, if necessary)
*REMARKS
(Title)
RATER
SIGNATURE
DATE
AIRCRAFT COMMANDER
SIGNATURE
DATE
AF527F, 20130614, V1
Prescribed publication: AFMAN13-526
INSTRUCTIONS
BASE RATED:  Identify DoD base organization being rated.  Only indicate numerical identifier from the base numerical listing.
DATE OBSERVED:  Show date capabilities were observed.
ON SCENE COORDINATOR:  Show rank and position only.  Do not indicate name or organization.
RATER:  Provide the name, grade, organization, and DSN number of the Aircraft Commander (or designated representative) or the HQ Observer.
FUNCTIONAL AREAS:  The functions listed are self-explanatory and should be rated by considering:
Outstanding:   Performance of operation far exceeds mission requirements.  Few if any, deficiencies exist.
Excellent:
Performance of operation exceeds mission requirements.  Relatively free of deficiencies.
Satisfactory:
Performance or operation meets mission requirements.  Minor deficiencies may exist, but do not impede or limit mission accomplishment.
Marginal:
Performance or operation does not meet some mission requirements.  Deficiencies exist that impede or limit mission accomplishment.
Not Observed:  Self-explanatory.
Unsatisfactory:  Performance or operation does not meet mission requirements.  Significant deficiencies exist that preclude or seriously limit mission accomplishment.
REMARKS:  Remarks are encouraged, but are required for Outstanding and Unsatisfactory ratings. Where possible, describe mission impact.
Indicate crew or team position.
RATER (Title):
Determine classification according to Air Force Security Classification Guide for Nuclear Weapons and the Special Weapons
CLASSIFICATION:
Overflight Guide.  If appropriate, indicate classification on top and bottom of form.
REMARKS  (Continued)
(REVERSE)
AF527F, 20130614, V1
Prescribed publication: AFMAN13-526
8.2.1.3158.1.475346.466429
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